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From the 8th of November till January the 3rd
2004  BNN broadcasted the 8 series long docu-
mentary soap Couscous & Cola directed by
Maartje Nevejan and presented by Patrick
Lodiers. The camera follows nine young
VMBO (secondary school) students on their way
to the country they both love and hate, The
United States of America.

In this series you get to know Kacem, Deborah, Ramy,

Omar, Ahlam, Youssef, Jalil, Akosua and Ilknur who

have been in Holland for a couple of years and are traveling

to The United States. The country of unlimited possibilities,

and unlimited hate. The core of the program is the debate

at school, in which the students go into battle with themsel-

ves and each other in a very passionate manner: with and

without a head-scarf, Christian and Islamic, girls and boys,

rapping or writing poems. The camera follows the young-

sters at school at home with their family and with their friends.

Presenter Patrick Lodiers visits the school, gets surprised,

annoyed but also becomes their friend and confidant. Who

survives older brothers, parents, exams and passport

requests? At the end of the series BNN leaves for The

United States with some of the youngsters. The program is

a humorous, shocking and moving view into the world in

which they survive.

Extracts from the Dutch newspapers

The Parool

The murder on Theo van Gogh makes the docusoap

Couscous & Cola all of a sudden poignantly of current inte-

rest. In one series all biases against foreigners confirmed

and brought down. Their hard features are highlighted but

their soft features are also shown. We learn to understand

why they struggle with their lives in Amsterdam West.

Especially now Couscous & Cola is a blessing.

Volkskrant

Premier Balkenende admitted during the news  that foreign

youths have good reasons to be angry with Holland and the

rest of the West. That they are angry, became clear in

Couscous & cola yesterday. The sound of every day fanati-

cisms of 16 and 17 year olds who feel like “ so called Dutch”. 

We begin with this series one seamlessly connects to the

current Islam debate.

Noord Hollands dagblad

CC&C is a brave beginning towards a we and them debate.

It is revealing, disconcerting and sometimes even discoura-

ging. But at the same time it is, even if it is so confronting,

good, clarifying and above all brave that BNN lets us hear

these political incorrect sounds from foreigners.

Telegraaf

With American school kids they change ideas about the cur-

rent power proportion in the world, about the Islam and ter-

rorists. Not the most simple subjects. Partly because of that

the couscous-kids and their American peers come to the

same conclusion. Ahlam: “ There is a lot wrong in the world,

but now it our turn” . We are the new generation, we have

to make sure that we do not make the same mistakes as the

people before us.

NRC Handelsblad

Couscous & Cola is this seasons number one. De first epi-

sode of Couscous & Cola already contained gold. A moving

and extraordinary useful, exactly well timed documentary.

BNN made the, not only for the youth, right program in a

crucial time.
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